HOW TO DO A WORKS CITED PAGE

A Works Cited page is the list of sources you used while compiling your report. The style used by most Hart District teachers and by many college professors is MLA – Modern Language Association. Websites are available to assist you in creating a Works Cited page such as www.easybib.com. Examples below show the format for the most commonly used sources. For information on citing more types of resources, go to https://owl.english.purdue.edu/

Book
The author’s name is written last name first, followed by the italicized title of the book, the place where it was published, the publisher, and the year of publication. If the book has several authors, use the first one; and if the book had an editor only, use that name as your author with ed. after the name such as: Anderson, John, ed.
Example:

Encyclopedia or Reference Book
Put the author’s name (last name, first – period). If no author, then put the name of the article first. Article name is in quotations. Name of the encyclopedia or reference book italicized. The vol. #, year of the edition, vol. #, Publisher, year of publication.
Example:

Internet Resources
Author of the site: List whoever is responsible for the site and end with a comma. If it is a personal name, last name first, then first. Start with the name of the web site if no clear author is given. End with a period. “Title of the article.” If no title, then italicized name of website with comma, date of website comma, URL period. Date accessed period.
Example:

Article from Library Database Subscription Service
List the author’s last name, first – period. “Article Title.” (period – quotation marks) Italicized name of publication comma, date of publication comma, pages comma, italicized name of database comma, main url of database. Don’t add the detailed letters/nos. at the end of the url.
Example:

YouTube Video
“Title of Video.” *Name of Website’s publisher*, uploaded by person/co., date, URL.
Example: